
Analysis of two Buildings in Turin
-- by TAN YUWEN(s241700)

The First building is at the cornor of Via Vittorio

Alfieri(1749--1803) and Via XX Settembre.

1. The reason why I want to analyze this building is because I

was interested in its extraordinary columns at the first sight.

(1) The columns don’t
reach the ground but
stop halfway and are
connected to the wall.



(2) I think it’s an advantage at the corner of the street since it

can leave more space for the pavement.

(3) The columns function as the real supporting construction

for the balconies on the first floor.

(4) The decoration at the bottom of the columns vary on

different sides of the wall, though the capitals of them are still

the same.

2. The surfaces of the ground floor use the symbol the bricks

while the upper floor don’t. It can distinguish differrent floors.



3. The lesenes on the first and second floor are not the

classical one, neither use the capital of the Ionic orders nor the

Corinthian. It seems more modern.



The second building is also located at the corner of Via

Vittorio Alfieri(1749--1803) and Via XX Settembre.



1.this building has the obvious French columns at the facade,

supporting the balcony on the first floor.

2.The columns has on entasis on the shafts.

3.the surface was almost all painted in yellow except for the

base of the building. The base is made of stone.



4.To correspond with the columns at the facade, the lesenes at

the ground floor were also made as the type of French columns.

5.Different from many other buildings which always use

different materials or different colors to distinguish the

lesenes, the color of its lesenes is the same as the wall.



6.the types of the columns is simpler and simpler than each

down floor.


